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Featuring over 800 nude photographs of
35 different women, Naked Coast to Coast
follows the latest journey of acclaimed
erotic photojournalist Andrew Einhorn as he
explores the beautiful, exotic and diverse
women of New York and San Francisco.
Naked Coast to Coast chronicles Andrew
Einhorn’s first two seasons on the hit
Playboy TV reality series, “Naked Happy
Girls.” The smart, sexy show followed
Einhorn on his search for beautiful, everyday women willing to bare their body and
soul for his camera. With each episode
Einhorn gave viewers a sneak peak into the
lives of these wonderful women: their
apartments, their personalities, and even
their sexuality.
The women featured in Naked Coast to Coast are not professional models, but they are, in their
own way, gorgeous. There’s Bast the tantric yoga teacher; Angie the nurse; Natalie the ballerina;
Talia the lawyer; Ashlee the poet; Kate the NFL cheerleader; Robin the photographer; Tracie the
clothing designer; Sativa the exhibitionist, Jamaica the hot-rod mechanic, and many more. Woven
together, they make a tantalizing tapestry of American beauty.
The distinctive layout of Naked Coast to Coast has two spectacular covers: Iris on a boat in front
of the Statue of Liberty on one side, and Haleigh on a beach with the Golden Gate Bridge in the
background on the other. It is designed as a “flip book,” and turns over in the middle, separating
the New York and San Francisco sections. With an introduction by sex educator and author
Jamye Waxman, M.Ed., this book will surely delight Andrew Einhorn’s longtime followers as well as
his newly indoctrinated fans.
This is Einhorn’s third book, and continues his tradition of turning beautiful, every-day women into
relaxed, comfortable, naked happy girls. It is part of his ongoing series of books and videos,
which includes Naked Happy Girls (2003) and Bubble Bath Girls(2006).
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